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Ding DONG Merrily   The  echo of jingle bells is just around the corner and we’re in AF mode. 

Standing, in this case, for – Abandoned Format.   Enough of those rigid sub-titles, we just want to wish  

you all a Very Merry Christmas. 

You might also expect us to extend the sentiment – God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen/ladies ….  But NO! 

 

There’s no rest for the wicked, less still for the retired!  We don’t want you to idle away your Christmas 

cracking nuts in front of the fire.  We want you to thumb through your old prints and take your camera out 

on those winter walks so you’ve got “stuff” to contribute to a couple of mad topics we plan to cover early 

next year.   And don’t forget  Kirchoff’s fourth law of thermodynamics, which states: 

              

          
 

or,  in plain English, “ if everybody gets stuck in the group will have a cracking time”. 

 

So: the two mad ideas your crazy leaders dreamed up in the pub.  Incoherently explained by Joe at the last 

meeting.  Re-explained here with examples in an attempt to get the ideas across a little more clearly. 

 

1.  “Where The Devil Am I?”    Individual photo-taking before the session, followed by a group photo 

review. 

We’re asking you to seek out public places in towns on your doorstep that everybody in the group has 

probably been to more than once.  We’re asking you to compose a photo that doesn’t make it obvious 

where you are ….  but one that contains clues that might help others work that out.  There’s a simple 

example  I snapped earlier on the following page. 

 

OK, it’s clearly a TESCOs.   But there are lots of those around our area.  However, in the background you 

can see a pointy spire supported by a couple of flying buttresses.  I’m prepared to wager a not 

insubstantial sum in folding money that you won’t find too many of those in Staffordshire … and even  



less that are located such that they can be seen just 

behind a TESCOs. 

Hopefully, that makes the challenge a bit clearer.  Take 

photos that challenge us to identify the location.  Take 

some other shots of the same thing/place that put it 

into a context that everybody will understand as the 

‘reveal’. 

We’ll review everybody’s work at the session we’ve 

planned.  This is a real challenge for you guys in photo 

composition – to visualize everything you need in the 

shot, what to hide etc, as it’s composed in your mind. 

We hope you’ll take it seriously … cos it’s not as easy as 

it sounds.  But the photos that have us scratching our 

heads, when we’ve seen the place time and again, will 

give huge satisfaction to those of you who have fooled 

us all!    Submit as many ‘trick photos’ as you can. 

 

 

2. “It’ll Be All Right On The Night”    Another photo review  … of photos you will submit to us. 

But whereas we’re usually asking for new photos, on this occasion what you hand in may well have 

been taken years ago.  It might be a print, stuck in a wallet of 36 and not looked at for years, or an image 

dug out of a folder on your computer.  In the previous topic we are looking for things in shot that you’re 

deliberately “planting” ….  in this topic we’re looking for things in shot that you never realised were there 

when you pressed the shutter.  And only discovered subsequently when you got the prints developed 

or looked at it full-size on the screen. 

 

Here’s an example.  I thought I was taking a picture of the two ladies on the 

left – but sacre bleu I now see some poor child who is trying to tie his 

shoelace being kicked in a tender place.  C’mon guys, you’ve all got one or 

two of these snuck away somewhere.  And it’ll do you no harm to paw 

through all those ancient prints that are gathering dust in a drawer.  You 

might even thank us because you discover a picture that’s really interesting!  

I’ll tell you this for nothing – you will find photos in which you and your loved 

ones appear considerably younger!  Never mind  …. just dig out a few with 

boobs in the background and bring them along. 



Right.  That’s done then.  You all have your homework set!!  Now …. What did we do at the last meeting? 

We completed our review of the general Phoenix photo competition entries, voted on the prints, reached a 

conclusion on the category winners and the overall winner.  Huge thanks to Bob who took over the 

professional organization of scanning, labelling, building presentations etc when I absconded to the smoke 

for a weekend away.  (Note to self – must do that more frequently!). 

 

We all took part in a quiz, kindly set by Bob.  Challenge was to identify logos connected to photography … 

but logos with bits that had been removed or obscured.  For those who didn’t get a chance to do this – or for 

anyone who didn’t catch the answers – both quiz and answers are attached with this newsletter. 

 

And we had an open house session on “What sort of camera do I need?”  The question was around the 

functionality and ease of use etc of the various “form factors” – compact, bridge, DSLR and now compact 

system cameras.  The session turned out to be really lively with a huge number of different contributions 

coming from people’s knowledge and their personal experiences.  I personally learnt a lot and some of the 

information challenged my pre-conceived beliefs about what certain cameras are capable of doing.  We’d 

love your feedback … the impression we got was that this sort of very basic “chat session” about 

fundamental photography issues like ‘what camera?’ is interesting and useful for our members?? 

 

I will “write up”  the output from our ‘what camera?’ discussion over the holiday period. 

 

So, what more before the inclusion of some ‘Member’s Pics’??    Well, the ‘topics’ for submitting photos to 

be reviewed at the general ‘Members’ Pics Meeting Reviews’ and/or for inclusion in Newsletters are: 

 
The Festive Season                     Close Ups                    Water & Weather                    Speed 

And, as always, please send them to ianchalstead@yahoo.co.uk 

What will we do in the New Year?  Always a dodgy question.  Ian & I don’t so much plan as cast 

the runes and then pray for a following wind.  Usually works and when it doesn’t Bob bails us 

out!  But here’s what just might happen – 

 

26th December – don’t be silly …. we won’t be there! 

2nd January – don’t be silly …. we won’t be there! 

9th January – Members’ Pics Review 

16th January – It’ll Be Alright On The Night  /  Review of those black & white prints 

mailto:ianchalstead@yahoo.co.uk


And here are some member’s pics: 

 

 

 
Peter Bell                                                                                       Roy Alexander 

 

 
John Turner 



 

 
Tim Harborow 

 

 
Anonymous 

 



 

 

A Very Merry  

CHRISTMAS TO 

ALL OUR READERS 
 

 

PLEASE NOTE THAT FROM 

JANUARY 2017 THE PRICE 

OF THIS NEWSLETTER 

WILL DOUBLE 
 


